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1 NATURAL WOOD:
CREATING BEAUTIFUL 

INTERIORS
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The Prodema range of interior products create 
a unique ambiance with the most beautiful,
versatile and aristocratic of material: 
natural wood.
Each piece is one-of-kind, individual in tone 
and grain, an authenticity which few other
materials can match.
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TRADITION WITH MODERNITY

Over the centuries, wood has been one of the most sought after materials 
in construction, due to its durability, efficiency and beauty. 

At Prodema, we combine the knowledge passed down the generations with 
the most current and cutting-edge technology to meet the needs of modern life,
without abandoning the spirit and essence of natural wood.
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   2 SPACES OF 
WELL-BEING
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FEEL THE COMFORT
Feel the warmth, the elegance. Experience the touch, the delicate sound.

Prodema’s natural wood calms the senses, creating relaxed interior spaces
which improve quality of life.
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IN HARMONY WITH NATURE
At Prodema, we are committed to a natural world that is truly respectful 
of the environment in which we all live. 

Upon request, Prodema products can be supplied with PEFC accreditation, 
the world’s leading forest certification organisation. PEFC promotes sustainable
 forestry management, biodiversity and fair social conditions.
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   3 AT THE SERVICE 
OF CREATIVITY
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Exclusive, creative and innovative designs. 
With Prodema, all are assured.

Because we know how to deliver a wide range 
of projects, as specified by the most demanding of creators. 

Prodema offer a wide range of possibilities, 
a welcoming ambiance in all kinds of interior spaces.

Natural wood products for floors, walls and ceilings, 
with numerous options and finishes. 

Products with the potential for personalisation, 
always meeting and often exceeding the aesthetic 
and quality levels demanded.
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KIMCHEE RESTAURANT
Prodin Nogal
London ( Reino Unido )
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4 THE STRENGTH 
OF WOOD
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WITH EVERY STEP

Natural wood is not only beauty; it is strength. Prodema’s line of interior
products stand out from the rest. Each Prodema product is highly resistant 
to wear, impact and humidity yet require no specific maintenance 
apart from gentle cleaning. No sanding, lacquering, or oiling.

These are truly unique features in a natural wood product, built 
on the experience of Prodema’s success in manufacturing PRODEX 
exterior panels, in use all over the world.
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•  UV resistant 
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LA HUMEDAD BAJO CONTROL
Las piscinas, los spas, ambientes húmedos, pueden convivir sin 
problemas con la madera natural, porque Prodin tiene la humedad 
totalmente controlada con sus paneles especialmente tratados 
para cumplir con los exigentes requerimientos de estos espacios.
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•   Fire resistant



HUMIDITY, 
UNDER CONTROL
Swimming pools, spas and other moist environments present 
no problem for our natural wood products, because Prodema
panels can resist the highest levels of humidity without degradation. 

Our panels remain unaffected by water vapour, providing years 
of reliable service.
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5 PRODUCT 
APPLICATIONS
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SUPRA 

Floors
SUPRA is Prodema’s extensive range of interior flooring, 
specifically designed for high traffic environments, whilst maintaining 
the aesthetic and warmth of wood.

And with its strength, SUPRA panels offer the highest mechanical
properties, such as resistance to abrasion, impact, fire and UV change.
Floors where you can feel the comfort and listen to the welcoming 
sound of wood with each step.
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PROLIGNA

Walls and ceilings, for
dry environments
The broadest selection of species and finishes for 
dry environments, such as individual homes, business
premises, shopping centres, universities, etc.
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NEPTUNO

Walls and ceilings, for humid 
environments
NEPTUNO brings natural wood up close to water, providing warmth 
to often cold spaces.

High humidity is not problematic with our resin-core panels, each being 
specially designed for moist environments such as swimming pools, spas,
saunas, etc. NEPTUNO is also highly-resistant to impact, UV and fire.
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AUDITORIUM

Walls and ceilings, for acoustically
sensitive spaces
AUDITORIUM blends the beauty of natural wood with specifically measured acoustic
absorption, due to its perforation process. Recommended for places that require acoustic
attenuation, such as cinemas, theatres, auditoriums, offices, libraries, etc.
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WOODTEX
WOODTEX is the natural wood covering 
of choice, with numerous applications. 

It is a highly flexible material for exterior 
and interior use, and successfully used 
by joinery shops to cover doors, bespoke
furniture, pillars, etc. It can also be used 
to create the most natural and hard wearing 
full access floor system.
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